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Definition: Heterochromatin and Euchromatin 
Today, according to the idea ‘guilt by association’ (Weblink [1]), the association of certain chromatin marks 
with certain DNA sequences inside the genome usually satisfies the definition of heterochromatin or 
euchromatin without the need of microscopic confirmation. For example in Arabidopsis, DNA methylation 
and H3K9me9 are enriched at centromeres, telomeres, transposable elements (TEs) and repetitive regions 
and are therefore called ‘heterochromatic marks’, while H3K4me2 and H3K36me3 dominate in coding genes 
of the chromosome arms and are called ‘euchromatic marks’ (Jiang & Berger, 2017). In this study, I will use 
the terms ‘heterochromatic region’ and ‘euchromatic region’ in accordance with this modern definition, 









Chromatin marks and the cell cycle 
The DNA replication machinery disrupts histone-DNA interaction during S-phase. Newly 
synthesised DNA strands are decorated with new histone by two mechanisms: (1) recycling 
of old (modified) histones (2) incorporation of new (unmodified) histones. This leads to a 
two-fold dilution of chromatin marks. With an elegant combination of nascent chromatin 
capture and triple SILAC applied in a human cell line, Alabert and colleagues shed light on 
chromatin mark restoration after DNA replication. Two modes are postulated for complete 
chromatin mark restoration: (mode 1) modification of new histones (most chromatin marks 
e.g. H3K27me1/2) and (mode 2) modification of both new and old histones (H3K27me3, 
















Protein evolution – the birth and fate of homologous pairs  
Gene duplications can either be the product of whole genome duplication or individual gene duplication. 
Duplicates can be either retained because they are adaptive, or they can be lost/pseudogenised because they 
are mal-adaptive. If retained, two paralogs are positively selected because of an existing function, or because 
of a novel function. 
 
Paralog retention because of an existing function can be adaptive for an organism because of: 
1. an increased gene dosage. 
2. the preservation of the ancestral function of one paralog, while the other paralog is free to sub-functionalise 
(e.g. shift in temporal/spatial expression) 
3. the maintenance of the stoichiometric balance in a protein complex (especially favored by WGD). 
4. the prevention of paralog interference. 
 
Paralog retention because of a novel function can be adaptive for an organism because of: 
1. a gain of function. 
2. the escapement from an adaptive conflict. 
 
  
  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
  
  
 
 
 
  
 
  
 
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
  
 
 
  
  
  
 
 
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
  
  
  
  
 
 
  
  
 
 
  
  
  
 
  
  
  
 
 
  
  
  
 
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
  
 
 
  
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
 
  
 
  
  
 
 
 
  
  
 
  
 
  
  
  
  
  
 
  
  
  
  
  
 
  
 
